Rostow defends policies in Kresge confrontation

Viet Nam policy advisor shut down as organized students disrupt speech

By Alex Makowski and Staff\n
Walter Rostow, former Professor of Economics, returned yesterday to MIT to be confronted by the student Left.

"Reasons fail in the face of bombs!" This general tactic of interruption through irruption as practiced by Rostow began speaking. His words were constantly stirred and thrown from him by a specifically organized student Vie\n
The Student workers' delegation was composed of 10 students from the various organizations, including the AJP, the SPS, the DES, the HCL, and the Student Workers Association. The delegation was led by Alex Makowski, the organizer of the event.

"We are here to present our demands to Rostow," Makowski said. "We are here to demand that he cease his policy of escalation in Viet Nam.

Rostow was interrupted by the delegate's questions and comments, which were constantly seized and thrown at him. The delegation's members were constantly seized and thrown at Rostow, and the audience was constantly seized and thrown at the delegation.

"We are here to demand that Rostow resign," said another member of the delegation. "We are here to demand that he stop his policy of escalation in Viet Nam.

Rostow was interrupted by the audience, which was constantly seized and thrown at him. The audience was constantly seized and thrown at Rostow, and the delegation was constantly seized and thrown at the audience.

"We are here to demand that Rostow be held liable for crimes of criminal trespass," said the final member of the delegation. "We are here to demand that he be held liable for crimes of criminal trespass.

The audience was constantly seized and thrown at Rostow, and the delegation was constantly seized and thrown at the audience.

At-large seating heads Assembly issues

Michael Albright announced the first meeting of the General Assembly. Standing members of the nominations committee who were selected at the meeting were seated. The meeting lasted over three hours.